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Feedback Analysis and Action Taken Report – Session 2022-23 

A feedback survey to assess the viewpoint of the students on the curriculum, teaching 

learning processes and infrastructure has been conducted during the month of march 2023. 

Opinion of about 1172 students of the college was collected using google form based structured 

feedback. There were 12 closed and open-ended questions in the feedback questionnaire. The 

feedback reflects that most of the students were satisfied with the syllabus covered and the 

teaching style of the teachers. About 80% students also found teachers fair in internal 

evaluation process of mid-term examination. The teaching, mentoring process, academics and 

library facilitates, social and emotional growth was shown satisfactory. Most of the students 

were fully satisfied with the teachers’ identification of student’s strengths and weaknesses to 

encourage them with providing right level of challenges. However, most the students and 

teachers raised the issue regarding shortage of the classrooms and large class size. In this 

context, the new college building is under construction and very soon this issue will be 

resolved. The students’ feedback also shows that they also agreed that the institution makes 

effort to engage them in the monitoring, review and continuous quality improvement of the 

teaching learning process. Some students demanded out campus visits for better understanding 

of the practical aspects of the subject, therefore, in last term most of the U.G. and P.G. 

departments took their students on trip to various places. In addition, feedback has also 

collected from college staff and alumni to improve the working of the institution in overall 

aspects. When the stakeholders were asked for suggestions, the main suggestions and action 

taken by the institution so far are summarised as followings: 

Suggestion by Students Action taken 

Use smart classes because sometimes we are 

not able to understand things orally 

ICT tools should be used at least once in a 

week as it improves students’ knowledge 

retention 

By increased use of smart classes introduce 

technology in the classroom. 

Additional 06 Smart classroom are created 

and proposal is to convert all the classrooms 

into smart rooms within next 05 years. 

In my opinion regular test once a week of the 

covered syllabus may help the students to 

prepare well and also help them covering the 

chapters 

Teachers are advised to conduct class test on 

regular intervals 

Conduct debates, seminars and talks for the 

students. 

Study should be not for marks but for 

knowledge 

All the departments are advised to organise 

seminar, talks and other subject related 

activities  

Performance of mid-term exams and 

assignments should be discussed in the class 

so that students get to know their weak points 

and work on them for further exams 

The suggestion will be implemented in 

coming house examinations. 

Teachers should have to identify our 

weaknesses and help to overcome them and 

also motivated us for our facture and study 

related 

Mentor-mentee program is being introduced  



More class rooms and labs are needed as per 

student strength. 

New building is under construction to 

overcome the shortage of classrooms 

Suggestion by Staff Action Taken 

There must be exclusive funding for field 

tours and excursions. Department wise 

amenities must be provided on priorities. 

Various educational tours and field visits are 

being organized by U.G. and P.G. 

departments, for which students and 

Teachers are paid TA/DA according to Govt. 

norms. 

Infrastructure should be upgraded and 

faculty rooms should be provided to each 

department. 

Improvement in Infrastructure according to 

students’ strength. 

 

In this context, the new college building is 

under construction and very soon this issue 

will be resolved. 

 

Kindly provide facility to teachers to 

enhance their ability and carrier by 

organizing FDP, Workshops and Seminars. 

Also provide special leaves for PhD. 

 

Different departments of the college are 

organizing Workshops, seminars as well as 

conferences occasionally. 

Department of higher education is already 

providing two years study leave for Ph.D. 

The college canteen may be upgraded to a 

neat and clean sitting place and also the 

canteen menu may have wide variety of 

food/beverage items. 

 

The menu of College Canteen has been 

upgraded and it has started providing lunch 

for teachers. 

All classrooms should be made smart 

classrooms with interactive panels, 

audiovisual facilities, sound systems etc. 

The smart panels installed in few 

classrooms which are locked should be 

made available for the classes as per the 

timetable. 

To provide proper audio-visual facilities 

including: Live streaming of class room 

teaching, A Public address system, Display 

Board and ergonomically designed age-

appropriate furniture. 

Additional 06 Smart classroom are created 

with interactive panels as well as audiovisual 

facilities and proposal is to convert all the 

classrooms into smart rooms within next 05 

years. 

Suggestion by Parents Action Taken 

 

Amendment of fee structure of professional 

courses can be done. 

 

Fee structure is decided by the universities 

and implemented in the college as such. 

Use smart technologies to modify teaching 

skills. 

 

Additional 06 Smart classroom are created 

with interactive panels as well as audiovisual 

facilities and proposal is to convert all the 

classrooms into smart rooms within next 05 

years. 

There are self-financed courses in college, 

which are unaffordable to poor parents. So 

my suggestion is to increase the seats of 

vocational courses like BBA BEd, PGDCA 

10% of seats are reserved for EWS in higher 

education all over the India and this is 

implemented in this college also. 



etc. And provide these courses under the 

subsidised seats, so poor parents can afford 

these courses. 

 

There is no regularity and unusual events 

happening many times there is no 

intaraction between students and teacher 

 

 Various events are organized by different 

departments for all round development of 

students. For improved interaction between 

students and teacher Mentor-mentee 

program is being introduced. 

Manage the rooms for classes with a 

normalise strength and inform students 

about each thing through class WhatsApp 

groups. 

 

New building is under construction to 

overcome the shortage of classrooms. 

Whatsapp groups has been created for every 

class and students are informed about every 

event through these groups. 

 


